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                Our Devices
Find out how our Award-Winning Sonic Technology will give you smooth, glowing skin.
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                How to Use
Discover easy tips + tricks to get the best results from your sonic skincare devices.
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                About
Meet our founder and learn why we’re obsessed with helping you transform your skin!
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Questions? Comments? We have real humans standing by to help!
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Learn more about everything sonic skincare can do for your skin.
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          TONER + SERUM SET

Reduce The Look Of Pores + Fine Lines







                  
                  
                    





                  
                  

                  

                  
                    
                    
                        
                          Add to cart
                        
                       - 
                          $83
                          $110
                        



                  

                       

	Botanical Ketoacid Toner with gentle Flower Acids improves skin renewal
	Active Cocooning Serum delivers smoothing + brightening actives where skin needs it most
	Vegan, clean + cruelty-free
	











Set includes a full-size Toner (3.4 fl. oz.) and Serum (1 fl. oz.)


                    
      
    
        
          We're So Honored!

Editors love the glowing results DERMAFLASH delivers and so will you!
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     4.7 

Rated 4.7 out of 5 stars

 Based on 64 reviews 


 5 Rated  out of 5 stars



 54 
 Total 5 star reviews: 54  4 Rated  out of 5 stars



 5 
 Total 4 star reviews: 5  3 Rated  out of 5 stars



 2 
 Total 3 star reviews: 2  2 Rated  out of 5 stars



 2 
 Total 2 star reviews: 2  1 Rated  out of 5 stars



 1 
 Total 1 star reviews: 1 



92%would recommend these products
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 Christine R. 
 Verified Buyer 



[image: ACTIVE COCOONING SERUM]
 Reviewing 
 ACTIVE COCOONING SERUM 


I recommend this product





Rated 5 out of 5 stars

3 months ago

Love this Serum
My skin is sensitive and this serum does not irritate my skin.  It is very nourishing and leaves my skin soft and supple.

Read More
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Was this helpful?Yes, this review was helpful. 0 people voted yesNo, this review was not helpful 0 people voted no



 DERMAFLASH 
 2 days ago 
Love to see this, Christine! Enjoy.







	 KM 

 Kirsten M. 
 Verified Buyer 
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 Reviewing 
 TONER + SERUM SET 


I recommend this product





Rated 5 out of 5 stars

5 months ago

Toner + Serum Set
I absolutely love both of these products! I am new to Dermaflash and love the way my skin feels after using these  together every day! My skin looks great and feels so soft!!!

Read More
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Was this helpful?Yes, this review was helpful. 4 people voted yesNo, this review was not helpful 1 person voted no



 DERMAFLASH 
 5 months ago 
AMAZING to hear you're seeing the benefits of our Serum and Toner! The best dynamic duo.







	 JH 

 Janet H. 
 Verified Buyer 
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 Reviewing 
 ACTIVE COCOONING SERUM 


I recommend this product





Rated 5 out of 5 stars

1 year ago

It works wonders under makeup!!
I have tried every primer to help with pores and fine lines!  I am 63 years young, and it never fails. My foundation sinks into the wrinkles around my laugh lines and mouth even when using a primer.   Now, after I put my serums on in the AM, I use Active Cocooning Serum; it feels a little tacky to the touch.  I follow up with my morning lotion, and the tackiness holds my foundation in place!   I don't notice any settling in my wrinkles!   I love this product!

Read More
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Was this helpful?Yes, this review was helpful. 22 people voted yesNo, this review was not helpful 1 person voted no



 DERMAFLASH 
 1 year ago 
You're absolutely glowing, Janet! So happy to hear you're enjoying our Serum.







	 LB [image: Profile picture for Lizabeth B.]

 Lizabeth B. 
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 Reviewing 
 ACTIVE COCOONING SERUM 


I recommend this product





Rated 5 out of 5 stars

1 year ago

Worth it! 
I was a skeptic at first, but after using the serum for the first time my mind was blown! 🤯 
I didn’t think that it would be able to protect my skin much because my skin is VERY sensitive. 🧴
My face gets really chapped and painful when I go out in the cold, especially whenever it’s windy. 🥶
But the barrier that the serum forms on my skin really helps! I always had wear a scarf🧣around my face. But now I can let my skin be free and glowing! 
Thank you Dermaflash! ❤️

Read More
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 + 4 more 
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Was this helpful?Yes, this review was helpful. 24 people voted yesNo, this review was not helpful 3 people voted no



 DERMAFLASH 
 1 year ago 
We're thrilled to hear about the benefits your skin is seeing after using our Serum, Lizabeth. Here's to glowing skin all year round!







	 A 

 Abha 
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 Reviewing 
 ACTIVE COCOONING SERUM 


I recommend this product





Rated 5 out of 5 stars

4 days ago

5 Stars
Love it! Skin feed baby soft !!

Read More


Was this helpful?Yes, this review was helpful. 0 people voted yesNo, this review was not helpful 0 people voted no
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60-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

                    Guaranteed results—or your money back. Simply return your product within 60 days of receipt for a full refund of your purchase price (minus shipping and handling).
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      Never Run Out Of The Essentials Again!


      With Auto-Delivery, we'll send your ESSENTIALS at the desired shipping frequency, with an email reminder a few days in advance.


    
    EXCLUSIVE PERKS:

    	Enjoy 10% Off and free shipping on THE ESSENTIALS
	
Early access to new product launches and sales
	
Pause or cancel any time


    
      Promo codes can not be applied to auto-delivery items

    

  






